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Aims

 Understand more about the relationship of feedback to 
achievement and satisfaction

 Use the learning to improve module and course design
 Develop a methodology for future research
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Engagement

Something students do:
How do students engage with their 
studies?
Skills, capacities, experience, 
practices

Something we do:
What can we do to engage 
students with their studies?
Approaches, techniques, resources



Engagement

EngagementEngagement ‘response’ Engagement ‘demand’

Something students do:
How do students engage with their 
studies?
Skills, capacities, experience, 
practices

Something we do:
What can we do to engage 
students with their studies?
Approaches, techniques, resources



Method

Course was set up to provide feedback:
 Automated

 Human

 Data gathered
 Attendance / outcomes

 Interviews



Codio: automated feedback



Median split / four quadrants (n = 261)
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Interviews (n = 27)
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Dimensions of analysis

 Thematic analysis for content
 Types of feedback 

 Relationships between types of feedback

 Use / Usefulness of feedback

Whether attendance is important

 Previous experience

 How the module could be better



Where we’re at

 Analysis is ongoing
What follows is a glimpse of interesting individual responses 
 And some initial / provisional conclusions



HH 1 

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Yes it is correlated and 
crucial. Can ask 
lecturer in person 
during lecture. Also 
you can talk to friends 
for help during sessions.

The check it buttons worked very well.
Read the error messages. Carefully read 
the explanations. Would first ask friends 
for help and then ask tutors if friends 
could not find an answer. Tutor looks at 
Codio feedback and explains it.

School (None)

 Self-developed peer feedback mechanisms

 Sequencing of feedback

 Prior experience



HH 2 

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Went to all 
classes and 
did all 
exercises.

Great feedback. Tells you if it is right or wrong. Gives you 
error messages. Some error messages are confusing when 
they are too long. Used terminal to make sure if was right 
before submitting it to Codio to check. If auto feedback 
was difficult to understand then asked the tutor. Do not 
want solution to be given. Want to go through the problem 
to be able to understand it.

School (None)

 Sequencing of feedback

 Development of independent skills

 Prior experience



HH 3 

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Attendance 
is correlated 
with mark.

Auto feedback was detailed and pointed you to the 
problem. Used terminal as well. Terminal was sometimes 
better as it gives you the lines where the problem is. Asked 
lecturer for help with difficult concepts (searching and 
sorting).

School

Could provide 
more ‘hints’ 
about what to 
do

 Different functions of feedback: syntactic vs conceptual 

 Sequencing of feedback

 Prior experience



HH Summary

Most (but not all) thought attendance important and related to 
outcomes

Most valued automated feedback
Most saw a relationship between automated and human feedback
 Told us there is a difference between automated and human 

feedback, e.g.:
 auto feedback was good, but both sides worked well. Teachers can explain 

auto feedback. Auto feedback should not be too long as you would not 
know where to look. Teachers could explain the reason for the error message.

 All HH had prior programming experience



LH 1

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Missed some classes 
(had a job as well). 
Studied/revised 
classes at home.

Liked the auto feedback. Liked solutions. Human 
feedback is better because there is an 
explanation of the problem. 

School (None)

 Tracking / decisions about attendance and what needs covering

 Automated and human feedback are different (again)

 Prior experience



LH 2 

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Only went to lectures 
if there was 
something new

Liked automated testing. Some error messages 
were difficult. When I was stuck for a while I would 
ask the tutors for help.

Yes (None)

 Tracking / decisions about attendance

 Human feedback as a ‘last resort’

 Prior experience



LH 3 

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Depends on 
programming 
experience. 
Sometimes worked 
from home instead of 
going to the lab.

Never asked tutors because I never needed to. 
Did not use Codio often. Read error messages. 
Used the terminal sometimes. Found automated 
feedback useful.

Yes, GCSE 
and A 
Level

Providing 
solutions if you 
cannot get it to 
work.

 Decisions about attendance

 Human feedback unimportant

 Prior experience



LH Summary

 All made informed decisions about attendance
 All had prior experience
 Human feedback often less important / sometimes only if own 

efforts defeated
 Auto feedback is good if teacher is not available. Human helps to show how 

he [sic] does it. Human can give you more feedback. When you see a red 
cross it motivates you to fix it. If repeated red then it gets frustrating. Read the 
error messages. When failed multiple times than human feedback. Humans 
can give you more insights.



HL 1

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Depends on
experience

Found auto feedback useful. Looked at the lines 
where the error occurs. Not sure if I used the 
command line. Asked tutor when I did not 
understand the error. Tutor would look at the code 
and point you in the right direction. Tutor provides 
hints.

No None

 Human feedback important and different function to automated

 No prior experience



HL 2 

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Depends on previous 
knowledge. Should 
attend lectures as the 
lecturer said things 
that were not on the 
slides.

Auto feedback was used more than tutor 
feedback. When auto feedback was too difficult 
then I asked the lecturer for explanation. Tutors 
explained error messages when they were difficult 
to understand. First terminal than codio feedback. 
Codio was better than terminal feedback.

Yes but 
different 
language

None

 Decisions about attendance

 Again human feedback is sought when automated feedback is not sufficient



HL Summary

 Less prior experience
 Human feedback highly important
 Need for explanations and ‘hints’



LL 1

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Attendance and achievement 
are related to some extent. My
attendance could have been 
better. Sometimes I was 
demotivated. Lectures were 
important.

Auto feedback tells you where you need 
to look (line). Sometimes it is unclear 
what it means. When auto feedback 
was unclear I asked the tutor. Tutor 
explains it better than just auto 
feedback. 

None

Auto feedback 
could include 
next steps if you 
have not done 
it correctly.

 What is needed is explanation

 Lack of experience and difficulty may result in demotivation which can affect 
engagement



LL 2 

Attendance Use / usefulness of feedback Previous 
experience

Ideas for the 
future of the 
module

Everything is available on 
Moodle. I had knowledge of 
Python and did not need 
Codio

Only used the check button. Did not use 
terminal

Yes
(Python) None

 Suggestion of run unit test as strategy

 Online resources seen as sufficient



LL Summary

 Less prior experience
 Human feedback may not be seen as important
 Less said / reflected on about the experience; strategies may be 

less effective



Discussion 1

 Value and function of feedback differs for different types of student 
 (here, ‘type’ means which quadrant)

Human and automated feedback are seen as different
Human feedback often seems to be something sought if own 

efforts have failed
Judgments on when and why to attend
Prior experience seems major in making use of feedback and being 

able to reflect on its value 
Suggests that engagement is at least partly about background



Discussion 2

 HL and LL are the tougher groups
 Lack of previous experience

 LL group seemed to have less insight into feedback and may have engaged with 
Codio more ‘instrumentally’ (i.e. test the code to see if it works)

Module seems to work well in terms of arrangement and delivery of 
feedback

 Types of feedback we did not provide (peer) are important too
We may need to be more proactive with HL and LL students and go to 

them more
We need to build knowledge of lower-achieving students as we engage with them



Future work

Observational data (what people do as well as what they say 
about they do)

 Aim to record interaction with screen / person capture software on 
top of existing quantitative data and interview data
 See in detail how students engage with, make sense of, and use feedback –

and how / why

 Session capture
 Staff awareness tools (who is struggling) e.g. tablets showing / 

sorting students according to ongoing Codio results in session
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